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SECTION * C
Answer any fogr questions. (Shont essay/problem type. Each question carries
3 marks).

i5' A point charge of 1.0 x 10-acoulomb is at the centre of a cubical Gaussian
surface 0.5 m on edge. what is the flux for the surface ?

16' Find the electric fieid due to a uniformally charged spherical conductor (Hollow
or solid).

17. show that the energy cf a dipole in an electric field ls given by U = _p E .

1B' A dielectric cube of side a centered at the origin carries a frozen in polarization
P = ki , where k is a constant. Find all the bound charges (po and oo ).

19' A wire of length 60 cm and mass 10 kg is suspended by two vertical wires at
its ends in a magnetic field of 0.4 T acts perpendicular to the wire. What is the
magnitude of current required to remove the tension in the supporting wires ?

20' A charge of 3.2 x 10-'e C makes 60 revolutions per minute in a circular orbit of
radrus 0.5 A' What is the magnetic field at the centre of the circutar orbrt ?

(4x3=12)

SECTION - D

Answer any two questions {Long essay type. Each question carries F marks).

21' state and prove Gauss's law. Find the electric field due to a charged cylindrical
conductor of infinite length.

22. Derive Clausius Mossotti relation.

23' State and'expiarn Ampere's circuital theorem. Prove it aneJ also deduce the- differentiai forrn of it.

24' Derive an expression for the magnetic field due to a straight conductor carrying
steady current using Biot Savaft law. (2xs=10)


